The effect of racquet swing weight on serve kinematics in elite adolescent female tennis players
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ABSTRACT

Objectives: Collision models for hitting implements denote how ball speed and swing weight increase proportionally when swing speed and impact location are held constant. The biomechanical effects of swing weight interventions are less understood. This study examined the effects of swing weight on serving arm mechanics, racquet kinematics, impact location and ball speed in the tennis serve.

Design: Repeated measures design, where racquet swing weight parameters distinguished between serve conditions.

Methods: Eleven elite adolescent female tennis players performed serves in three conditions: (1) regular, unperturbed racquet; (2) 5% increase in swing weight; and (3) 10% increase in swing weight. A 500 Hz Vicon motion analysis system captured three-dimensional serving arm, racquet and ball kinematics.

Results: When racquet swing weight was increased, the peak shoulder internal rotation and wrist flexion velocities during the forwardswing both decreased. The peak accelerations of shoulder internal rotation, elbow extension and wristflexion also appeared to share an inverse relationship with swing weight. As swing weight increased, the impact location shifted significantly closer to the racquet tip and resultant racquet at impact decreased. Ball speed remained similar in all conditions.

Conclusions: The assumptions underlying the collision model appear to be violated by the biomechanical effects of a swing weight intervention in a sample of elite adolescent female players. Consequently, added swing weight fails to effect faster serves. From a dynamical systems perspective, the inherent response of the movement system deserves consideration prior to, and during, the administration of swing weight interventions.

© 2013 Sports Medicine Australia. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Coaches have a sense of responsibility to produce performance improvements in the players whom they coach. To this end, the development of hitting performance often involves refining movement patterns, enhancing conditioning or adjusting implement (racquet, bat, club, etc.) parameters. Regarding the latter, manufacturers distribute mass unevenly in tennis racquets and baseball bats to make them suited to different playing styles. Qualitatively, coaches often direct implement selection according to a player’s flair, even using artificial masses to manually adjust inertial parameters. Simply put, when coaches wish to maximise ball speed, they will opt for end-loaded baseball bats or add mass to the racquet tip, as this is thought to increase the collision efficiency. While the theoretical principles behind such interventions are well described, their validity in real-world performance has received far less research attention.

When serving in tennis, high resultant ball velocity (simply referred to as ‘ball speed’ in this article) is desirable for successful performance. The importance placed on developing a proficient hitting action is therefore unsurprising. When aiming to improve a racquet’s potential to produce a higher ball speed, the most effective location to add mass is at the tip, as this increase its mass and swing moment of inertia (swing weight). Since added swing weight acts to increase the effective mass (\( M_f \)) of the racquet at a given impact location (\( b \)), the collision formula developed by Cross depicts how a greater ball speed (\( V_b \)) will follow:

\[
V_b = \frac{M_f V_f (1 + e_t)}{M_f + m}
\]

where \( V_f \) is the racquet’s resultant velocity at impact (or ‘swing speed’), \( e_t \) is the collision efficiency (apparent coefficient of restitution) at the impact point and \( m \) is the mass of the ball. The work of Cross and Cross and Nathan has also confirmed that that added
swing weight increases $e_3$ at the impact locations relevant to a tennis serve.\textsuperscript{4} Therefore, assuming that swing speed and impact location remain constant, added swing weight will produce a faster ball speed.\textsuperscript{5,18} As such, the efficacy of swing weight interventions is largely contingent on swing speed and impact location remaining constant, as swing weight increases.

The complex, dynamic nature of the human movement system challenges the assumption that swing speed and impact location will remain constant during swing weight interventions. The constraints model described by Newell\textsuperscript{11} proposes that emergent movement patterns are influenced by the interactive relationship of elements within the individual, task and environment. This concept forms the justification for the constraints-led instructional approach, where coaches deliberately manipulate task constraints to encourage the emergence of desired movements.\textsuperscript{12} However, any constraints imposed upon the player (i.e. through racquet modification), act to disconcert their movement system, compelling the innate rearrangement of its component parts.\textsuperscript{13} Therefore, the efficacy of swing weight interventions depends on how the component parts reorganize subsequent to the perturbation. Extant literature provides an insight into this reorganization, where swing speed has been shown to decline as swing weight increases in both tennis\textsuperscript{14} and baseball.\textsuperscript{15,16} Increased swing weight has also been proposed to compromise dexterity (how easily the implement can be wielded).\textsuperscript{17} Further, swing weight has been shown to influence muscle activation patterns.\textsuperscript{18} These findings dispute the assumed independence of swing weight and impact location. Indeed, measurement in situ has contested the physical models proposed to govern tennis racquet performance, wherein grip mechanics and racquet angular velocity are considered critical omissions.\textsuperscript{18} Unsuitably, previous work has often examined the effect of swing weight on ‘dry swings’, which may not embody match performance\textsuperscript{19} and obviously cannot consider impact location. Consequently, the relationship between increased swing weight and real-world performance remains ambiguous.

While coaching interventions are applied with the best intentions, it is important that they achieve their purported goal. To this end, constraints-led interventions that fail to adequately replicate the targeted skill (such as using an isolated ball toss to improve ball toss in the tennis serve) are considered potentially counterproductive.\textsuperscript{19} Similarly, dynamical systems theory suggests that modifying swing weight will produce biomechanical changes in the service action. Accordingly, if increased swing weight perturbs the movement system to the detriment of swing speed and dexterity, the theoretical benefits of the intervention may never be realised in actual practice. Therefore, using the tennis serve as an exemplar hitting skill, the aim of this study was to assess the effect of increasing swing weight on serving arm and racquet kinematics, impact location and ball speed in elite adolescent females.

### 2. Methods

Eleven elite adolescent female tennis players provided informed consent to participate in this study, which was approved by the University of Western Australia’s (UWA) Human Ethics Committee. Adolescent players were chosen as this age group is commonly subjected to swing weight interventions. The players (mean age: 14.6 ± 0.7 years; height: 166.6 ± 4.7 cm; mass: 56.7 ± 3.8 kg) possessed a top 8 Australian ranking for their age group at the time of testing.

Data collection took place at an indoor biomechanics laboratory, wherein a temporary tennis court was constructed. Players were fitted with the UWA full body marker set\textsuperscript{20,21} comprising sixty, 14 mm diameter retro-reflective markers. The racquet and ball were also fitted with three ultra-light hemispherical markers (radius 7 mm). Each player used her preferred racquet, of which the swing weight was measured prior to testing at a Prince Tuning Center (Prince Tennis, Bordentown, USA) and subsequently adjusted using Babolat lead tape. Players served in three separate conditions, which were differentiated by the modifications applied to their racquets: (1) regular, unperturbed racquet (NP); (2) 5% increase in swing weight ($P_5$); and (3) 10% increase in swing weight ($P_{10}$). These increases are consistent with practical interventions and previous swing weight analyses in tennis.\textsuperscript{4} Players performed maximal effort first serves aiming for a 1 × 1 m target bordering the T of the service box (right-handers: deuce court; left-handers: advantage court) in all conditions. A 10-minute warm up with movement and serving components preceded the testing protocol. In the NP condition, players hit five blocks of eight serves, with a 2-minute rest period separating successive blocks. Players were then permitted a 10-minute rest before performing both the $P_5$ and $P_{10}$, which were assigned in a blinded, counterbalanced manner. In each of the $P_5$ and $P_{10}$ conditions, players performed three blocks of eight serves, the first of which was considered a ‘familiarisation block’ to the nescience of the participants, and from which no serves were considered for analysis. Ethical consideration for the players’ physical wellbeing was the reason for the reduced number of serves in the $P_5$ and $P_{10}$ conditions.

A 500 Hz, 22-camera VICON MX system (VICON Motion Systems, Oxford, UK) tracked three-dimensional (3D) marker trajectories relative to a global reference frame originating at the centre mark on the baseline. In the global coordinate system, positive $x$, $y$ and $z$ corresponded to right (parallel to the baseline), forward (toward the net) and upward, respectively. Five of each player’s fastest serves landing in the target area were selected for analysis in the NP condition. The reduced number of serves in the $P_5$ and $P_{10}$ conditions prevented several players from achieving five successful serves, therefore only the three fastest serves landing in the target area were selected for analysis in these conditions.

A cubic spline interpolated gaps in the raw marker trajectories. A second-order polynomial extrapolation resolved the deleterious effects of filtering through impact.\textsuperscript{22} Data from the body and racquet markers were filtered using a Woltring filter with the optimal mean squared error of 2 mm determined by a residual analysis, before being modelled using the UWA upper body, racquet and ball models.\textsuperscript{23} Ball speed and impact location of the ball on the racquet face were determined by modelling the raw data, whereby impact was considered to occur at the nadir of ball origin’s $x$ displacement in the racquet’s coordinate system (Fig. 1). Joint rotations were expressed using the Euler ZXY sequence, except at the shoulder where the International Society of Biomechanics’ recommended YXY decomposition was used.\textsuperscript{24} Kinematics for the left-handed players were inverted where appropriate such that all players could be considered as right-hand dominant.

Variables of interest focused on the purported outcomes of swing weight interventions, the most relevant being ball speed. The marker on the racquet tip was used to measure the resultant velocity of the racquet at impact (swing speed), relative to the global reference frame. The location of the ball’s impact on the racquet face was determined by reporting the position of the ball origin, with respect to the reference frame of the racquet. The racquet’s reference frame originated in the centre of the strings with the $x$-axis pointing forward, the $y$-axis pointing toward the tip and the $z$-axis pointing rightward (Fig. 1). Each of the standard deviations of the ball’s impact location along the $y$- and $z$-axes of the racquet coordinate system were firstly doubled (to represent one standard deviation either side of the mean), before being multiplied together to produce the ‘impact area’ for each player. This value provided a within-subjects measure of the variability of the ball’s impact location on the racquet. During the forwardswing, peak shoulder internal rotation and wrist
flexion velocities provided an insight into velocity generation, while peak accelerations of the same movements were used to gauge dexterity.

Repeated measures analyses of variance examined ten differences, wherein significance was fixed at \( p < 0.05 \). Effect size (denoted by partial eta squared, \( \eta^2_p \)) was also calculated for each comparison and interpreted as either small (0.2), medium (0.5) or large (0.8). Post hoc Bonferroni analyses assessed differences between conditions.

3. Results

Peak shoulder internal rotation velocity decreased significantly from the NP to P10 conditions with the effect size (\( \eta^2_p = .272 \)) deemed small (Table 1). A small to moderate effect size (\( \eta^2_p = .376 \)) was noted for the significant decrease in peak angular wrist flexion velocity in both perturbation conditions, while peak elbow extension velocity was not affected by swing weight. In the serving arm, peak angular acceleration of shoulder internal rotation was significantly lower (\( \eta^2_p = .310 \) in the P10 condition compared with the P5 and NP conditions. Peak angular acceleration of elbow rotation was also significantly lower (\( \eta^2_p = .280 \)) in the P10 condition. Peak angular acceleration of wrist flexion displayed a moderate to large effect size (\( \eta^2_p = .727 \)) and was significantly higher in the NP condition than the perturbation conditions.

A moderate effect size (\( \eta^2_p = .488 \)) was evident for the significant decrease in swing speed in the P5 and P10 conditions. Ball speed was not affected by swing weight. Mean lateral impact location on the racquet did not differ between conditions, but the peak impact did shift significantly toward the tip in the perturbation conditions, wherein a moderate effect size (\( \eta^2_p = .514 \)) was noted. The impact area ranged between 123 cm² and 159 cm² across the three conditions (Fig. 1).

4. Discussion

The results of this study provide an evidence-based insight into a contemporary and widespread coaching intervention. It appears that, during actual performance of the serve, the proposed positive benefit of the swing weight intervention was not realised in these elite female players. Namely, increased swing weight failed to effect an increase in ball speed.

Increased swing weight impeded internal rotation and wrist flexion in the serve and indicates how racquet modification can alter technique. In the serve, where these two movements are the largest contributors to resultant racquet velocity at impact, these mechanical changes do not seem conducive to the intervention’s purported benefits. Additionally, the shoulder internal rotation and wrist flexion velocities in these adolescents actually regressed toward what is seen in pre-pubescent players. These mechanical changes are illustrative of the reorganisation of degrees of freedom that is proposed to accompany movement system perturbations, and likely accounts for the decreased swing speed in both perturbation conditions. The tendency for players to alter their swing pattern challenges the assumption of consistency that underlies this intervention and hence deserves practical consideration.

With ball position shown to conservatively lie anywhere within a 408 cm² area, players require precise control of the racquet leading up to impact to adjust to the variable ball position. Brisk compensatory movements in the distal joints prior to impact are considered critical this process, where precise control of the racquet is essential. The significant decreases in joint accelerations that generally accompanied greater swing weights may lend support to the contention that increased swing weight affects dexterity. If added swing weight indeed compromises control of the racquet, executing precise adjustments prior to impact would logically become more difficult. Accordingly, so would maintaining accurate, high velocity serves – possibly explaining why mean accuracy fell from 34% in NP to 30% P5 and then 23% in P10. Future research could evaluate this further by considering the enduring effect of swing weight on ball speed and accuracy (i.e. first serve percentage).

As swing weight increases, the upper extremity is required to generate more torque to swing the implement. Therefore, the decreased angular accelerations observed in the serving arm may have manifested because players had the strength to overcome...
the larger swing weight. This would endorse the suspicions of sports medicine practitioners, who have contended that equipment influences overload conditions of the upper extremity, such as humeral stress (I. Prangley, personal communication, October 31, 2011). Consequently, implement selection should be tailored to suit junior players’ strength and/or anthropometry. Likewise, appropriate strength training may act to augment the efficacy of this intervention. Future work linking swing weight to muscle or joint loading, perhaps supplemented with preceding and/or concurrent strength programs would advance understanding in this domain.

The findings of perhaps the most applied interest are the ball speeds in the three conditions where the swing weight intervention failed to achieve its primary motive – an increase in ball speed. Akin to previous work investigating the tennis serve,7 soft-ball batting17 and overhand swinging of metal rods,7,14,16 swing weight increased to the detriment of swing speed in the present study. This is likely a product of the reduced contributions from the shoulder and wrist. The fact that a commensurate decrease in ball speed was not observed suggests that the decrease in swing speed was offset by the increase in racquet mass, a more efficient impact, or both.

The benefits of increased swing weight are understood to materialise when swing speed and impact location are unchanged. As impact occurred anywhere within a mean +397.86 cm² area on the racquet face in NP serves, it seems improbable to assert that impact location is constant even in regulation serves. This notion is offered further support by previous work that suggests dexterity is compromised by swing weight.17,28 Consequently, the assumed consistency of impact location during swing weight interventions seems counterintuitive. Indeed, the mean impact location shifted significantly closer to the racquet tip in the perturbation conditions, challenging the theoretical premise of the intervention. The work of both Brody30 and Cross31 shows that the location of maximum power transfer moves closer to the racquet tip as swing weight increases. Since the impact location shifted in this direction in the P6 and P10 conditions, it offers support to the contention that decreased swing speed was offset by a more efficient collision. This benefit appears redundant within the context of the intervention however, as the increased swing weight ultimately failed to yield its purported reward.

The fundamental vibration node is also known to shift toward the racquet tip when mass is added to the racquet tip.1 With previous work noting how skilled tennis players are sensitive to haptic information when wielding racquets,29 the shift in impact location in both perturbation conditions may have followed the shift in the centre of percussion.4 In this way, players could maintain consistent racquet vibration (‘feel’ of the stroke) as swing weight increased – supporting the assertion that this is an important feedback mechanism.28 Ultimately, it appears essential to consider a player’s natural impact location on the racquet prior to administering this intervention, as shifting impact location further from the point of maximal power transfer may prove detrimental.

Given that this was the first study to examine the biomechanical effects of swing weight, the variables of interest were delimited to the most obvious determinants of performance. Consequently, it could be reasonably expected that variability at the joint level increased, yet this was not examined. Future work may therefore wish to probe the effects of task constraints on movement variability. It is also worth noting that this study limited its assessment to the immediate effects of racquet perturbations. Future work should consider the longitudinal or training effects of swing weight interventions on both ball speed and technique. Similarly, this study only considered increases in swing weight of 5% and 10%, and therefore future work may wish to probe increases in swing weight <5%. Finally, other constraining factors such as racquet stiffness, grip force, string tension and string pattern may affect the efficacy of this intervention, and could be considered in future studies.

5. Conclusion

The physical models describing implement-ball collisions are irrefutable, thus the prevalence of swing weight interventions is understandable. However, the functional effects of this coaching intervention are seldom considered prior to its administration. This study found that the upper extremity joint mechanics critical to velocity generation and racquet dexterity are affected when swing weight is increased above a self-selected value. These factors logically contributed to the decrease in swing speed and shift in impact location that accompanied greater swing weights. Consequently, in these elite adolescent female players, the intervention failed to immediately achieve its purported goal – an increase in ball speed. Evidently, the complex, dynamic nature of the human movement system challenges the notion of increasing swing weight and reaping immediate rewards. Therefore, in administering this intervention, the organisimic factors that constrain performance including strength capacities and technique should be considered a priori.

Practical implications

• Increasing a tennis racquet’s swing weight by 5–10% significantly influences upper extremity mechanics in the tennis serve and fails to yield an immediate increase in ball speed.
• Strength training should precede and accompany swing weight interventions to improve the potential for a successful outcome.
• The dynamic human movement system prevents the unconditional application of collision models in tennis.
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